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Pam is a teamwork expert and author of Supercharged Teams: 30 Tools of Great 
Teamwork and The Workshop Book, How to Design and Lead Successful Workshops.

Pam's mission is to change the way the world works together, for the better, one team 
at a time. She is passionate about how teams work well together, build trust, create a 
vision, respect each other's time, agree remote and hybrid working patterns and 
overcome team conflict and misalignment.

Pam is MD and founder of Paraffin, winner of The Queen's Award for Enterprise 2021, 
TJ Silver Awards Winner, accredited member of WEConnect Women Owned 
Businesses and member of the UK’s Institute of Export & International Trade. 

Paraffin supercharge people and their capabilities to work together for positive 
change, leading company-wide culture change and capability projects for global 
clients like Unilever, Diageo, GSK, Essity and Tesco. With a background in psychology, 
an obsession with collective intelligence, and 20 years experience working in 
corporate and public sector teams across the world, she brings practical tools, case 
studies and examples to help teams improve how they work together, 
in a positive and energetic presenting style.

Working in a team is harder than ever – work is faster, leaner and busier, and we 
forget that that teamwork needs work. Work is changing, and the rules of being 
in a team have changed. We are time-poor, attention-starved, pressured to 
work faster and better, more often working remotely and in different locations. 
Restructuring, world events and uncertainty combine to create stress in every 
single team, especially in the last year.  It’s easy to feel overloaded, and doing 
great teamwork can be the last thing on our list of priorities.

The good news is that everything that stands in the way of good teamwork can 
be overcome with the right tools. Give your team the power to succeed in 
today’s challenging working environments. 

Pam brings you the latest approaches from high-performing teams around the 
world, to supercharge you and your team to perform and succeed.  Not only is 
working better together the right thing to do but it's the only way we will 
succeed on the complex issues we face today.
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Pearson is always learning, 
and you will be too. Our books are 
designed to be practical, informative 
and engaging to help you have a 
better job and a better life.
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30 tools of great teamwork
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Why Supercharge your Team?

www.paraffin.ltd 

https://superchargedteams.us18.list-manage.com/subscribe/post?u=0bbe5acd195e4c19041b76988&amp;id=a213dca8a1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pamihami/
https://www.facebook.com/superchargedteams
https://www.instagram.com/superchargedteams/
https://twitter.com/paraffinpam

